Ethics may not be as valued today as they once were, but successful businessmen and women should hold themselves to high standards, says Bill Hildebolt, owner of Nature’s Select Premium Turf Services in Winston-Salem, N.C. The No. 1 promise the former president of the Professional Landcare Network (PLANET) makes his customers is “integrity, honesty and respect,” and he feels those values still are appreciated. Hildebolt talks about challenges, running an ethical business and what it’s like to see the finished product.

How has the industry changed since you first started? The technology and equipment have really improved. When I started the business almost 20 years ago, I based it on biological and renewable farming procedures. Peoples’ reactions were “What is this?” But now, almost two decades later, you can’t even pick up a magazine without hearing all about those practices. That’s how everyone is operating nowadays, and though some companies make it sound like a new idea, it’s something we’ve been doing from the start.

What’s the most important lesson you’ve learned? I’ve learned that I will not let my competition drive or change my ethics. I was in the corporate world for 20-something years and even though we were dealing with trade secrets and had steep competition, it was an ethical environment and nobody would think of trying to get ahead by stealing or cheating. That was back then. Business was built on ethics. Then I started my own business and the whole ballgame changed. I had competitors stealing from us or putting Roundup on our lawns. It was like the Wild West. You want to retaliate, but it’s better not to go down that path.

Do you think the lawn care segment in particular faces any challenges? Marketing and sales are the biggest challenge for the lawn care business. With the housing market and economic crisis, it’s very difficult to add on new clients. We’ve become so frustrated with marketing that we have put our money into getting referrals. That’s been the best way to get new customers.

What’s your favorite part of the business? I think one of the most satisfying things about lawn care is seeing your finished product. In the Green Industry, after we do a lawn renovation, we get to drive by those properties and see a magnificent-looking green carpet and know that we did that work. It’s an amazing sense of accomplishment.

The ultimate advice is to deliver the best quality service possible so your customers won’t even think of looking anywhere else.